Ford escort manual transmission problems

Ford Escort owners have reported 10 problems related to manual transmission under the power
train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Escort based on all problems reported for the Escort.
Consumer states that transmission changes from drive to neutral, and from neutral to drive with
out engaging brake. Consumer is concerned for small children that may try to put vehicle in
gear. Please provide nay further information. See all problems of the Ford Escort. I was driving
at 70 mph on the hwy, traffic started slowing at 50m mph I pushed in the clutch shifted out of
fifth and into fouth. With my foot still on the clutch the car stalled at 45 - 50 mph. No summary
listed for above vehicle. While driving tansmission disengages. The dealer is aware of the this
problem. Please provide any futher information. No summary. The vehicle goes into reverse but
will not go backwards. I live in burlington ontario canada, yet felt that this issue needed to be
addressed beyond contacting the ministry of transportation in canada, of which I am in the
process of doing. I belong to a large group of Escort zx2 owners who are on the second and
even 3rd transmission! It is extremely weak and has frequent mis-syncing shifts. I feel this is
not only a safety issue, yet one that deserves immediate attention. Please have Ford do a study
on this transmission and come up with some sort of "fix" as the present is unacceptable. I have
gone through every other channel of which I could in canada and am now coming to you. Please
help. Consumer purchased the vehicle. Within the same week the vehicle demonstrated
problems with the transmission, consumer states the vehicle is of no service to her. Manual
transmission intermittent malfunction due to possible compatibilty problems in association with
motor. Consumer states vehicle will not shift properly, it often revs at high rpm and does not
return to a normal rpm unless vehicle comes to a complete stop, possible transmission
problems. Car Problems. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Escort 1. Manual
Transmission problem of the Ford Escort 2. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Escort 3.
Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Escort 4. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford
Escort 5. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Escort 6. Manual Transmission problem of
the Ford Escort 7. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Escort 8. Manual Transmission
problem of the Ford Escort 9. Manual Transmission problem of the Ford Escort Automatic
Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems. Transmission
Gear Slipping problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Noises During Shifting problems.
Transmission Not Engage problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems.
Driveshaft problems. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November in Ford. I'm
looking into a escort wagon to drive back and forth to work to. The car in question is in overall
decent health except for it's leaking transmission fluid. The owner recently had the clutch
replaced and is taking back to Ford to have them look at it. My question: is there an easy way to
add transmission fluid to this car? I don't mind adding fluid every now and then but I know most
manuals don't have an easy way of adding fluid like automatics do. November I have a with a
manual transmission. When I want to fill it, I use a couple foot long extension on a socket
wrench to reach the nut on the speedometer cable in the transmission. I also use a funnel with a
long extension to reach the speedometer hole. This makes it easier, but it is still messy. I
wouldn't want to do this every week. There is always a chance of getting dirt into the
transmission or breaking the nut or cable. They aren't designed for frequent changes. Unless
this car is a fantastic deal or the leakage is very slow, I would look for a different car. February
What did you do to correct it? It seems to do it at about 50mph to 55mph. Mine keeps shifting up
and down. Its seems to do it when its really cold out. I dont know how to fix it, I think its the end
soon for my car at k miles. Mine isn't going up and down,when it does it is going up. It's like a
manual if you push in the clutch and let it out quickly. Interesting mine also first occured during
the coldest temp. My shop tells me the first step is to flush the transmission and refill. Have
used them for 50 years and know the owners and techs as friends so I am taking it in on Wed.
Will tell you the outcome. Got the wgn back from the shop Wed. Noticed a great improvement in
the way the trans. Smooth and easy. Will post when I get there. I had mine flushed about a year
ago. I had it flushed because it was acting funny but now it seems to have new problems. I cant
help but wonder if the bitter cold hinders it. Good luck with it let us know how it goes. December
I'm having some trouble after I put my car in to gear, it dose it to all the gears. I can put it in to
gear but after that if I push on the gas it skips out of gear and then revs high and I'm not sure
what is with it, it has had any problems before so any suggestions? January Did you have
continued problems with tranny. I have a 99 escort wagon, the transmission slips in drive, over
drive.. June I am a single mom who has no ideas about cars. The speedometer goes up and
down, sometimes it wont work at all and when I am at a light just starting off it is just staying in
fist gear ,then it will buck a little bit then go. So i dont know if it is the trans problem or electrical

or what. Please help ASAP, thank you. October My Ford Escort shift gear is locked in the Park
position. It's never had this problem before. The shifter is on the floor. It appears to have a
manual key lock mechanism on the console just to the right side of the shift gear, but inserting
a key in the hole doesn't appear to connect with anything. I've tried pushing the car frontwards
and backwards as much I can, nothing unlocks it. Of course, I know to step on the brake when
trying to put it in gear. Nothing seems to work. Any ideas? Try pushing a screw driver into the
hole, while breaking and pressing the shift realease button. My Ford Escort has had a similar
problem which has just started recently. There is a security feature where you have to push on
the brake pedal to release the gear shift which is on the floor. I think it is due to the extremely
cold weather. I can shift it into gear by pushing the button located in a hole to the right of the
gear stick by using a pen or screwdriver. My concern is this: will doing it this way to shift it into
gear cause any damage to the vehicle or any part of the vehicle? Also, can the security feature
be disconnected? Any help would be, well, help. May Hi, My '97 ford escort has the identical
symptoms as yours. The speedometer goes up and down, sometimes it wont work at all and
when I am at a light just starting off it is just staying in fist gear ,then it will buck a little. Very
hard getting out of gear. Have you had any luck at finding a solution? Look forward to your
reply. Thank you. My '03 ZX2 with 78K miles on it, has begun to slip in between 1st. Does it have
sadjustable bands or Cluthes like older transmissions? I have a 93 wagon with miles on it. It
hasn't been ran much for about 5 years. I had trouble starting it. Put in a new battery and it
seemed to help. Then it quit starting again. It won't do anything. In the process the shift cable
broke. I replaced it. I replaced the neutral safety switch. It will not do anything when trying to
start. I am new to this site. Hope it is posted in the right place. Any ideas; Larry. March I have a
99 Escort Wagon with ,km on the clock with a manual transmission. The gear shift becomes stiff
when changing gear after driving for 10 minutes or so when the air temperature is above 0degC.
This has been going on for several years. At various times the dealer has replaced the shifter
bushings and freed up the shifter pivot. Also cleaned off rust and added a grease nipple. None
of these actions has provided a permanent solution and now with the warmer weather upon us,
the difficulty of shifting gears has become a problem again. At the last service I had them add
grease to the nipple and check the fluid level but this did little to help. Would draining,flushing
and replacing the transmission fluid be worth doing? The car is due for an oil change soon and I
will raising the stiff shift matter again with the dealer. Any ideas would be welcome. July I
believe that you have idle air control valve going bad it is a small round silver on intake with
wires going into it. It has miles, manual tranny. Everything seems good but I'm looking for
maintenence tips, I am in Alaska and it will be garaged at night but after 20 mile drive sit out all
day,so I'm looking for cold weather tips etc thanks to all. What sort of transmission fluid doe the
'03 use? I have a '98 LX, and it uses automatic transmission fluid for a manual transmission!
Last winter was the first I had it, but it would get really gummy at anything lower than F I live in
Fairbanks, so that was common. When very cold last winter, it would get downright tough to
shift that thing. Otherwise, it is a fantastic little car that gets excellent fuel economy. I have a 94
Escort and when I bought it last December it had been sitting in a driveway since the summer. It
would not shift out of Park and when it would, it would only go as far as Reverse but it still
wouldn't move the car. At first I thought the electronic solenoid, which releases the shift lever
when depressing the brake pedal, was not releasing fully. But I found it was friction between the
shift shaft which is seen from under the hood in front side of tranny and the bushing it goes
thru in the transmission housing. I reconnected the linkage and it easily shifted out of Park. The
friction was an oxidation or varnish build up on the shaft and the tolerance between the bushing
and shaft is so tight that it doesn't take much to stick it. Recently got a 94 Ford Escort Wagon.
Have had only a few weeks. Shifting was very smooth then the other day coming off our freeway
exit when trying to shift out of first , could not get it to go into second. When we disconnected
from where the piece goes into the tranny, you cojuld move the gear shift freely, clutch pressure
is fine. Just wont go into any other gear. No leakage problems that we can see. Any clues as to
what we should check. August I have the same problem with my '94 escort. Did you get the
problem fixed? I could use some help in resolving my issue. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. March edited February in Ford. I have a green ZX2 with automatic
transmission and all of the sudden, the shifter sticks in Park. I had to pop off that little cap next
to the shifter and use a pen to depress the little lever inside. I have to do this all the time now
and it has become a real nuisance. I hesitate to take it in for something so seemingly simple,
cash is really tight right now , so does anyone know of any simple tricks I can do myself to
rectify this problem? March May I gun it and it doesn't move. I'm broke. The ABS light goes on.
I'm spoiled with , mi corolla toyota I gave my son, expecting it to start having trouble but zip! So

I'm stuck with ford. Would bus it but disabled. Could anything else cause the car not to get in
gear? Alright, so I have a 98 zx2 also. And the bad news isI'm on my third transmission at miles.
But mine did the same thing when my first trans. But I also have alot of play in my throttle cable
which is causing some problems now. I can't tell you much but good luck. My trans was about
dollars after labor. June I have a ZX2, with manual transmission. Today it is in the shop for the
6th time for transmission-related problems, with only k miles on it. This in spite of an entirely
rebuilt transmission going in just before 80k miles when Ford Motor Co. I'd gone through three
clutches, dozens of phone calls, and many weeks in rental cars before they admitted the tranny
was bad. The clutch underwent some more minor repair right around k miles, but here I am
today, with another major bill to keep this heap of bolts on the road. I've researched the issue
and firmly believe from my own experience and those of other owners that Escorts made
between and have defective transmissions. The vehicles were not properly engineered. Dare I
say All owners should have been offered a voluntary recall with full credit applied toward the
purchase of a new vehicle. As an owner, I cannot recommend strongly enough against the
purchase of a Escort due to a high occurance of transmission problems. September I have a
zx2-automatic trans. Almost every time I start my car and I put it in reverse it jolts into gear and
no i'm not on an incline. I got around this by 1st putting the car in drive, to bring the RPM's
down to about , put it in reverse, and it runs smoothly. But then, sometimes when I am in city
traffic stop and go , and I have to brake hard but then I immediately let off the brake and depress
the gas pedal i. Is my car trying to tell me something? Please help me. October Transmission
slips in '99 zx2 with k. Any experience with changing one of these? I've done rear wheel tranny's
before but never a front wheel drive. Anybody got any advise for me?? December I have a ZX2
with 80K that I have owned since new. Only since last month have I noticed some odd noises
coming from the car. I'm thinking it just must be the tread from my Michelin Harmony tires,
since the noise is still present, though far less pronounced, at lower speeds. I also notice that
when I am driving from 40 mph on up, when I let off the gas the car slows down too fast The car
drives fine otherwise, and I have had no mechanical problems to speak of in the 7 years I have
owned it. I have taken the car into CarX who couldn't figure out what the problem was, though
they did note a slightly out-of-round rim. We swapped rims out and it didn't solve the problem.
They also thought it could be the wheel bearings I took the car to Ford for a more definitive
answer. They could find nothing wrong, other than bad wheel bearings on the driver front-side
wheel which is NOT where all the noise is coming from, and definitely would not cause the
massive slow-down in driving at faster speeds. I hope I'm not looking at a transmission issue?
On a automatic trans you have to press on the brake to release the trans out of park,a sensor
that plugs into the shifter in the trans releases the trans out of park once it detects you have
your foot on the brake, kinda of a safty feature I guess you have a bad sensor. It looks like a
little black box about 1inch by one inch. April Last February I bought a ZX2 from a dealer. In May
my car started skipping so i thought it might be the transmission, so I brought it into the shop
and low and behold I needed a transmission. Was without a car for almost 2 months before they
could find a transmission for my car. A month later the whole process started again. I got my
car back, but was driving it and the lights started to go dim. I would put it on a charge start it up
and continue with this process until I could get it home. My car was taken into a shop where
now they say it was an altinator As it was in the shop again the electrical system blew. Got the
car fixed and that night I picked it up the whole thing blew again, so back in the shop again!!!
Now I have had the car for one whole year and have driven for about a month the whole time.
Does anyone have any ideas to what I need to do with this Lemon :lemon: before I put anymore
money into it. Could everything go bad at once on a car? I bought a escort zx2 new in and 2
weeks ago it started acting like it didn't want to go and started cutting itself off every time I had
to stop that was really aggravating. Then it wouldn't get over 40mph. I took it to one person and
he couldn't find what was wrong so I took it to ford's and the estimate was I am so disgusted I
paid I can't afford another car but I found this site and saw people talking about trans problems
and now I am terrified iis it worth even trying to fix it Getting close to buying a moped. After my
car sits over night it wants to shake as if its not is enaged all the way. But after a coulpe of
stops and shifts, to and from, First Gear its stops the jerking back and forth. Any and all help is
appreciated. I have a Escort 1. I just took it in to have the trans fluid changed and after I picked
it up I drove home about 4 miles from the shop with no problems. The next day I am going up a
hill and it slips out of gear for about 3 seconds and the engine reves. After 3 seconds it went
back into gear. I have never had problems before and change my trans fluid by the ford
recommendations I went back to the mechanic and he said it was not his fault because he did
everything right. Could he have put to much or not enough fluid in or maybe did not disconnect
and reconnect certain things? I am not a mechanic but if he did not change out the trans filter
would that contribute to the problem also? Has anyone encountered this before? It only slips in

drive not in any other gear. November Well about 1 year ago while on long drives hour or more
the trans. Then I would have to drive the rest of the way only in 4th gear. Has anyone have or
had this problem? What could be causing it? I had a 87 Toyota MR2 and I was having the same
problem. And what was found was the person that fixed the tranny had either left something
loose or didn't realize there was a chip. Long story short, my fifth gear was chipping away and it
was replaced again. JRQC Posts: 3. Dare I be the one to stand up to the reliability of these cars
when maintained properly.. Look - if it was good enough to surpass Ford OEM specs in then
why should you question the durability of the Centerforce clutch? Also, I have used Mobile 1
synthetic since 2k miles and the engine has zero blowby on the rings, the compression on each
cylinder is within 5lbs of original, and the internals are spotless viewed when open oil filler cap.
I change the oil at 15k miles and the filter Mobile 1 part every 5k. Oil stays tan until approx 2. If
you have not done so, run some Seafoam additive through your engine full quart for 1k miles
then change to Mobile 1. Your engine will thank you for it by not breaking down. Hope this
helps. Ratony Posts: 2. February I bought my ZX2 brand new in November of I baby my car and
have kept it well maintained and serviced. I have less than 50, miles on it and was pretty happy
with my car. Turns out I need my transmission rebuilt Took it to Aamco. A quick search on the
internet tells me I am not alone. There is even a group trying to bring a class action suit against
Ford. Seems like the Escort, ZX2 and Focus all have faulty transaxles. Aamco stated it looks like
a defect in the metal Ford used cheep metal that eventually fails far before it should. I own a
Ecort Zx2 and it has been a nightmare. To let you know how bad it has been overall,the car has
only The latest is I can not go out of town because after an hour in 5th gear the transmission
pops out. We had to out a new shift sensor in our 98 ZX2 just last week. It wanted to start off
from a dead stop in 2nd or 3rd and would not idle because of that. I have put a few thousand
dollars into this car besides the 14, Just to keep it running enough to get me to work and back
so if anyone knows who and how to sue them I will follow I am still putting money into this car
because I can't afford to buy another one right now.. Thanks Belinda Bradford p. My Daddy
worked at Ford Motor Co. They need to pay for something and I know he wasn't the only one..
Out of the Sheffield, Alabama plant there was workers and now there is only approx. I am sorry
to hear about your father. Just do a search on "Suing Ford Transmissions" and you will pull up
a number of ongoing cases some involving serious injuries and deaths. I would also strongly
suggest all to file a complaint against Ford at the following web site: Safercar. Can I now be
eligible to file a case under the lemon law? January This car had 40, miles on it when i bought it,
now at , miles, my car has out last every car my husband has bought. The only thing i ever had
done was a transmission flush and a filter change, because it was time for it not because it
needed it. Sadly my car got rear ended , and now im on the hunt for another car, just might be
picking up another one tomarow Sorry you had horrible luck , but this car has saved my skin
many a times, and as bad as the accident was , my husband walked away without a scratch.
Sorry for the delay in responding. To me Ford gets lower than an "F". My Zx2 only has 47, miles.
It has been throwing serpentine belts at a rate of a belt every 7 months. Today I found out why.
The idle tensioner pulley is bad. Still can not go on road trips because of the 2 time repaired 5
speed manual transmission that keeps popping out of 5th gear after 30mins of highway driving.
March edited March Have a Ford ZX2 with 98, miles. When I slow down or stop, it goes back to
normal. And this problem happens intermittently. I took it to be looked at, and the mechanic
could not duplicate the problem. The trans fluid levels are fine, but look a little brown. What
could be going on? I am not going to put thousands of dollars into this car. I just want to make
sure it's safe to drive if they haven't been able to find anything! If i start out in D its just reving
for a few minutes to and wont go anywhere. Reverse is bad too sometimes itll work sometimes
it wont I was hoping it would be ready to be sold the day the new tans went in but not a chance.
Im not sure if the shift sensor next to the linkage or the linkage is messed up thats causing the
shift problems? Any help please trying to get rid of this thing already. My car has been having
issues with 2nd gear lately. I have to let my RPMs fall down to before it will hold. Even then, it
seems as though something is preventing it from going into gear. Brought it into a dealership
and they said I need a new clutch. Wouldn't I be having problems with all other gears if it was
the clutch? I was thinking more along the lines of a synchronizer in the tranny August My car
had a problem with the box that was attached to the battery grounding post, the wires busted
off, and I was told by the mechanic that it's an obsolete part from Ford, so he had to rig one up,
that is what caused my electrical problems, cos that box and wires controls the computer and
electrical system in the car, if you haven't done so already have them check this out. Wow is all
I have to say! I just finally got rid of my automatic ZX2 today and I can not be any happier! I
bought the car in with 42k miles on it and traded it in with 97k miles. First off my 1st tranny went
at about 50k miles and was luckily covered under warranty. My shifter lock also always seemed
to be locked so I always had to stick a screwdriver down there for the past years def a huge

pain! Twice after driving through a small amount a water a belt slipped and the car died About a
month ago the alternator died in the middle of the road and I was stranded in the middle of the
road. Then maybe a week later my 2nd tranny has been doing the exact same thing everyone
else has been describing, def not fun and not a comforting thing to happen when I have about a
1 hour commute each way to work. Traded that piece of crap in today for a new Chevy Sonic
and could not be happier! I didnt even bother to get an estimate and I def dont miss it one bit.
Do yourself a favor and do the same trust me its not worth it to get fixed, the amount of money I
put into that car in the last 2 years just makes me sick. Hey, mine does the same thing. Did you
ever figure it out? IveGotTheSolo81 Posts: 2. My problem wasn't even related to the
transmission!! This took me long to diagnose than anything I have worked on before!!! I hope
this helps!! Sign In or Register to comment. Four problems related to manual transmission have
been reported for the Ford Escort. The most recently reported issues are listed below. While
driving tansmission disengages. The dealer is aware of the this problem. Please provide any
futher information. I live in burlington ontario canada, yet felt that this issue needed to be
addressed beyond contacting the ministry of transportation in canada, of which I am in the
process of doing. I belong to a large group of Escort zx2 owners who are on the second and
even 3rd transmission! It is extremely weak and has frequent mis-syncing shifts. I feel this is
not only a safety issue, yet one that deserves immediate attention. Please have Ford do a study
on this transmission and come up with some sort of "fix" as the present is unacceptable. I have
gone through every other channel of which I could in canada and am now coming to you. Please
help. Manual transmission intermittent malfunction due to possible compatibilty problems in
association with motor. Consumer states vehicle will not shift properly, it often revs at high rpm
and does not return to a normal rpm unless vehicle comes to a complete stop, possible
transmission problems. Car Problems. Manual Transmission problem 1. Manual Transmission
problem 2. Manual Transmission problem 3. Manual Transmission problem 4. Other Power Train
related problems of the Ford Escort. Automatic Transmission problems Automatic
Transmission problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Transmission Failure problems.
Automatic Transmission Control Module problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems.
Vehicle Shudder problems. Driveshaft problems. Clutch problems. Constant Velocity Joint
problems. Transmission Noise problems. The paper published an email sent in August by a
product development engineer to his supervisors and colleagues in which he said that testers
could not "achieve a drivable calibration that will get us to production. By now it is a
well-publicized issue that Ford's PowerShift dual-clutch automatic transmission has caused
problems for owners of several model years of its Fiesta and Focus cars. Now, nearly two
million customers stand to get repayment for their trouble in a class-action lawsuit settlement
currently before the U. Court of Appeals, and it could cost Ford in the billions. As described by
owners of the vehicles, the primary, recurrent issues are a shuddering feeling while accelerating
from a stopâ€”like someone who can't feather the clutch properly on a stick shiftâ€”followed by
a rough upshift that again sends a vibration throughout the vehicle. Owners have reported
replacing clutches, output shafts, and entire transmissions. They've come back for software
updates. More often than not, as described by owners we've spoken to and on forums across
the internet, the problems reappear even after service technicians claim the transmission is
within normal factory limits. In place of a conventional automatic's torque converter, this
dual-clutch six-speed transmission uses two clutch packs to couple the engine to the
transmissionâ€”one that's engaged when an odd gear is selected, the other for evens.
Dual-clutch gearboxes typically deliver improved fuel economy and faster shifts than a
traditional automatic. But these transmissions also tend to slip the clutch like a manual when
getting off the line and can shift rougher than a torque-converter automatic. Exacerbating these
undesirable traits, the Ford uses dry clutches in the interest of efficiency. Wet clutches, which
bathe the friction discs in hydraulic fluid, offer smoother engagement. It's no coincidence that
the better dual-clutch transmissionsâ€”such as those used by Audi, BMW, Porsche, and
Volkswagenâ€”use wet clutches. But in the U. Since its European introduction 10 years ago,
Ford has issued more than 20 technical service bulletins addressing problems with the
PowerShift, code-named DPS6. In , Ford extended the powertrain warranty on affected Fiesta
and Focus models by an extra two years or 40, miles, to seven years or , miles total. Ford first
modified the PowerShift transmission in after the automaker's scores in J. Power and
Consumer Reports surveys dropped. But these issues didn't go away until Ford began getting
sued in According to then Ford Australia president Graeme Whickman, speaking to CarAdvice
in July , Ford made several improvements to the PowerShift transmission on vehicles after the
model year. That's not to say customers have never since reported a similar issue, but by and
large, it hasn't affected a dramatic spread of owners as did earlier models. Most owners affected
by these transmission problems might get a few hundred dollars and a coupon toward the

purchase of a new Ford. That's why a Michigan firm is suing Ford individually for roughly 20,
owners who opted out of that original class-action lawsuit. The firm, Stern Law, has based its
suits on consumer protection legislation, including state lemon laws and the Magnuson-Moss
Warranty Act, and claims it will deliver more money per person than the class-action suit. The
cases are pending. Individuals have indeed sued Ford for the PowerShift transmission, as
reported by the Free Press , and have won settlements of amounts of three times or more what
their cars were worth brand new. The majority of these individual state lawsuits have been
transferred to the California class action as part of multi-district litigation rulings. Ford also
issued a formal apology for "the inconvenience caused by the PowerShift transmission
problems" and promised to "work earnestly to take responsibility for fixing them according to
our customer service procedures," according to the Detroit News. When the case was filed in ,
Whickman admitted to CarAdvice that the company didn't help its customers the way it should
have. It's too late to join the Michigan lawsuit unless you had already elected to opt out of the
pending Ford class-action settlement before September 5, By default, everyone named in a
class-action lawsuit is assumed to accept all of the terms, with or without their knowledge, so
once a settlement is paid an owner cannot later sue individually for the same allegations. Any
individual suit at this point is likely to be transferred to the class-action suit. Ford will also buy
back certain cars if the settlement arbitrator approves the claim, although it will not buy back
cars older than six years. If you own or lease or ever owned or leased one of the subject
vehicles, you need to file a claim , as you are automatically part of the class if you have not
previously opted out. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of Alex Conley Car and Driver. The â€” Ford Fiesta and the â€” Focus have
a dual-clutch automatic transmission that is the subject of a class-action lawsuit and many
individual lawsuits. Nearly two million people who have owned or leased one of the cars with
the PowerShift transmission stand to get at least some repayment for their trouble. The
settlement is currently being appealed in federal court. Related Story. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Recalls. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. Vehicle had transmission repaired in August of Soon thereafter, it started to have
difficulties with shifts. Took it to a dealer on May 30th, who said they could not recreate the
problem. Took vehicle to same dealer on July 5th, rode with shop manager who recreated the
problem but was told it would be at least 2 weeks for repair. Took vehicle to another dealer, who
had it all week, repaired some component, but problem resurfaced on trip home from
dealership. Contacted dealer, who suggested that I could drive a vehicle in this condition on the
highway for the next two weeks, then bring it in. I am teaching in another state for the next two
weeks, so I am in an urgent need of a functional vehicle. Consumer states vehicle will not shift
properly, it often revs at high RPM and does not return to a normal RPM unless vehicle comes
to a complete stop, possible transmission problems. I live in burlington Ontario Canada, yet felt
that this issue needed to be addressed beyond conta
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cting the ministry of transportation in Canada, of which I am in the process of doing. I belong to
a large group of Escort ZX2 owners who are on the second and even 3rd transmission! It is
extremely weak and has frequent mis-syncing shifts. I feel this is not only a safety issue, yet
one that deserves immediate attention. Please have Ford do a study on this transmission and
come up with some sort of "fix" as the present is unacceptable. I have gone through every other
channel of which I could in Canada and am now coming to you. Please help. Search
CarComplaints. Transmission failed prematurely. The transmission fails to shift into gear.
Would be making loud noises. Vehicle was not drivable. The engine had blown. Was running on
2 cylinders 25 Aug Had vehicle towed to dealer. Would need to order a engine. So far no engine.
Manual transmission intermittent malfunction due to possible compatibilty problems in
association with motor. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

